FOR SALE BY OWNER LEADS
REDX FSBO SERVICE
ADVANTAGE.
Largest FSBO provider in the United
State and Canada.
Includes FREE subscription to the
RolEDX Advantage lead manager.
Up-to-date FSBO delivery.
No Duplicate FSBOs delivered.
All FSBO screened against the DNC.
Includes summary and original FSBO
ad with photos.
Schedule tasks, to-do’s, and mail merge
campaigns.
Real Estate largest searchable FSBO
database.
“REDX is an incredible service and I
recommend it to all of my agents. You
can’t get better or faster information
then with the RedX, and our most
successful agents use the RedX as a
vital part of their overall lead generation
strategies.
Oliver Bigler
I’m new to using your services and I
immediately see how your product will
be a major source of securing listings for
me.
Jose Del Rosario

Maximize Your Time, Increase Your Production,
Make More Money.
Expand your business and make more money by
subscribing to The REDX’s For Sale By Owner (FSBO)
leads service; the most complete source of FSBO leads
in the United States and Canada. The REDX’s FSBO
prospecting solution has been designed to help real
estate professionals work more productively in today’s
demanding real estate market.
The REDX captures FSBO leads from thousands of online
sources via advanced web and database technologies.
Every day you will receive the highest quality and
quantity of FSBO leads for your area. Additionally, every
FSBO lead is screened against the National Do Not Call
Registry (DNC) and scrubbed to avoid duplicate leads.
Organize your FSBO leads with the industry’s premier lead
management software – RolEDX Advantage. With RolEDX
Advantage you can maximize each FSBO by scheduling
and tracking tasks and to-do’s, creating mail merge
campaigns, utilizing free professional call-scripts as well
as many more real estate specific tools designed to help
you transition a FSBO lead into an MLS listing.
The REDX is committed to your success by providing
industry insights through monthly newsletters and
tele-seminars with many of the top coaches and trainers
from the real estate industry. The REDX also provides
free training or troubleshooting via our technical support
team.

GETTING STARTED
To leverage REDX’s methods, tools, and industry
insights contact your REDX representative at
1-800-731-7339, email sales@theredx.com or visit
www.theredx.com

